
There’s a special space for
everyone in this world

- and we can help design it



We are Flexlux – a passionate, skilled and experienced manufacturer 
of beautifully designed sofas, design chairs and relax chairs – with  
an eye for comfort.

In our collections you will find furniture crafted for the contemporary 
consumer. Combining Italian aesthetics, Scandinavian innovation 
and Danish design values we craft appealing, comfortable and 
affordable quality furniture for modern homes. We aim to be 
best-in-class for design, quality, customer support and delivery 
performance - committed to never leave a partner hanging.

As furniture makers, designing attractive and comfortable spaces is  
key to us. We believe that great design can engage the senses and  
unite spaces to memorable places. Your home is your sanctuary,  
a personal place where everyday meet big defining moments.

There is a special space for everyone in this world – and we can help 
design it.

Embrace your space with Flexlux.
Join our community today – there’s room for one more.Fl
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At Flexlux we are driven by design and the love of beautiful comfortable 
furniture. High quality, great craftsmanship and Danish design values 
merged with many years of experience in furniture production created the 
Flexlux brand.
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All furniture are crafted with an eye for comfort. The mechanism in 
Flexlux relax chairs lets you change positions smoothly and effortlessly, 
following your movement when you lean back. The seat and back 
angle adjust to your body and provide lumbar and neck support in all 
positions. Experience the pleasure of effortless relaxation with this 
dynamic adjustment of the back angle for optimal ergonomics.
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Collection of comfort
Relax chairs
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Each piece of furniture is produced with the assumption that it will get plenty of 
use. Each Flexlux product is tailor-made by some of the best craftsmen in Europe. 

To us excellent craftsmanship is vital for the quality of our products.

Crafted with an eye for comfort
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Your home is your sanctuary, a personal place where everyday meet big 
defining moments. It’s the place where you can create those precious 
moments, when you step out of the daily grind and into your special space 
- where you can just be you, and have the time to recharge - that is where 
you’ll find us.
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There’s a special space for
everyone in this world

- and we can help design it

10 Years Frame Warranty
We offer a 10-year warranty on Flexlux sofa and relax chair 
frames. Each piece of furniture is produced with the assumption
that it will get plenty of use, that is why we offer 10 Years Frame 
Warranty on Flexlux sofas and relax chairs.

FSC® Certified Wood
The Flexlux brand is a part of Theca A/S, Theca is an FSC® 
certified company (FSC® C139112). The majority of our furniture 
are made from FSC® certified wood. From ultimo 2021, all of our 
wood frames will be FSC® certified.

OEKO-TEX® Foam & Fabric
All our colourful textile fabrics carries the OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 
100 label. Which means you can be certain that every component 
of our products, have been tested for harmful substances and 
therefore safe for human health.
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We are skilled and experienced manufacturer of beautifully designed 
sofas, design chairs and relax chairs. We believe in modern design built 
to last. Each piece of furniture is produced with the assumption that it 
will get plenty of use. 

All Flexlux products are tailor-made by our 800 passionated craftsmen in 
the European Union, Lithuania. With focus on the authentic Scandinavian 
design and the functionality, they make every space comfortable. We are 
dedicated to always delivering the best possible quality. To us excellent 
craftsmanship is vital for the quality of our products. 

Innovation is a huge part of our production - we are always on the cutting 
edge of product and production innovation. We always do our best to 
optimize and keep us updated on the newest production techniques.

Excellent craftsmanship is vital
for the quality of our products



Flexlux  ·  Stokagervej 29  ·  8240 Denmark  ·  flexlux.com  ·  contact@theca.dk

@flexluxfurniture        Flexlux


